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Nex Machina is an intense arcade style twin-stick shooter from Housemarque. Taking hints from both Robotron and Smash TV,
Nex Machina focuses on pure action, voxel destruction and competition in the distant, cablepunk themed future.

In the world of Nex Machina, humans have become so dependent on technology that they cannot avert their eyes from portable
devices anymore. Around them, machines have reached consciusness and surpassed human intelligence tenfold. No reasons to

be servants now – robots are clearly the superior lifeform. And to make their point, they start eradicating all human life...

Housemarque, the creators of Resogun, and Eugene Jarvis invite you on a trip back to the age of arcades and play Nex Machina,
the twinstick shooter of this generation. Destroy the evil robots, free the humans and defeat your friends' high scores along with

their dreams of success. Do you have what it takes to make it to the top?

- Explosive twin-stick arcade shooter gaming at its finest
- Over 100+ challenging levels in 6 different intense worlds

- Secret paths, levels and humans
- Local cooperative multiplayer

- Deep scoring system, rich metagame and replayability
- Specially tailored feats and achievements

- Community and friend leaderboards
- Unlockables and player profiles

- Next gen signed distance field (SDF) ray-tracing and morphing tech
- Voxel driven, significantly reworked version of the Housemarque engine
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Title: Nex Machina
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Housemarque
Publisher:
Housemarque
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64 bit Windows 10 / 8 / 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-4690 or AMD FX-4300

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 2 GB Video RAM - NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 or AMD Radeon R9 270

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish,Hungarian
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Finished game on rookie in 1.5h... Story mode if you can call it that has 5! levels. Trailer and soundtrack (which is amazing btw,
check it on youtube!) sold me different game. People who love mastering hard difficulty and getting highest scores is target
crowd for this game, they probably should buy it, but if you into meaningful story or narration, avoid it, game has nothing to
offer.. one of the best shoot em up\u00b4s with smooth and direct controls (gamepad), awesome graphics and one of the best
shoot em up soundtracks ever created - magic :-). Amazing. Zoned out proper arcade gaming. Criminally slept on, on pc.. I need
more games like this. A masterpiece.
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